Abstract-Recently, the performance of a minimum variance distortionless response (MVDR) beamformer has been extensively studied for the case when a true or asymptotic covariance matrix is available. In practical situations, however, we only have a finite number of snapshots of data from which the array covariance matrix can be estimated. In this paper, we analyze the finite-data performance of this beamformer with and without spatial smoothing, using first-order perturbation theory. In particular, we develop expressions for the mean values of the power gain in any direction of interest, the output power and the norm of the weight-error vector, as a function of the number of snapshots and the number of smoothing steps. We show that, in general, the smoothing, in addition to decorrelating the sources, can also dlleviate the effects of finite-data perturbations.
I. INTRODUCTION N a minimum variance distortionless response (MVDR)
I beamformer, the array weights are chosen so as to pass the desired directional (look direction) signal without any distortion while maximally rejecting the interfering signals. The only assumption made is that the desired signal direction is known a priori.
Since the pioneering work of Capon [6] , there has been much activity in the development of optimum arrays for radar, sonar, communication, etc. Sensitivity of the adaptive arrays to element errors and to those in the look direction has been extensively studied in the recent past. Zahm [7] was one of the first to note the disastrous effects of pointing errors on the performance of adaptive arrays. Compton [12] , and several others (see Godara [lo] for more references), and more recently, by Jablon [13] . All these authors, however, do not address how the performance of the beamformer depends on the data size, i.e., the number of snapshots. The only papers (to our knowledge) which address this specific problem are those of Reed et al. [14] and Boroson [15] . Their analysis, however, assumes that the weight vector computed from one set of data operates on an independent set of data. Also, the main thrust of their analysis is directed to the case where the weight vector is estimated from the noise-alone matrix inverse, and the interferences are uncorrelated with the look-direction signal.
A factor which severely affects the performance of the MVDR beamformer even in the asymptotic case, is the correlation between the look-direction signal and the interferences. Not only does the beamformer fail to form deep nulls in the direction of the coherent interferences, but also the desired signal can be partially or fully cancelled in the output of the beamformer. This signal cancellation phenomenon in the presence of coherent interferences was recently analyzed by Reddy et al. Similarly, we can find the expectation of the other terms in (3.12) and (3.19).
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